This is the first official page that the newly appointed sports staff is running and so we shall introduce ourselves. Mark Caplan, Jerry Cohen and John Margulies. We have been given various titles by this paper's efficient managers, but finding copy boys and reporters to yell at or give work to very difficult staff is running and so we shall introduce ourselves: Mark Caplan, Jerry Cohen and John Margulies. If there is anyone who is interested in helping us earn our titles we would be happy to let him join our fold. Seriously, we know how poor and inaccurate sports coverage has sometimes been in the past and we shall try to change this, once and for all this spring. We need men who are interested in sports writing and lots of them, so if you are interested in this type of activity for next term, we would appreciate it if you would stop in at THE TECH offices early February!!

A southern university president recently said that he wished his school could become one the football team could be proud of ....

GOOD LUCK ON YOUR (UGH!!!) FINALS!!!!!